PRESS RELEASE
Frankfurt, 28 April 2021

GÖRG wins Dr. Dennis Hog for its Real Estate practice in Frankfurt
GÖRG Partnerschaft von Rechtsanwälten mbB strengthens the Real Estate Practice Group at its Frankfurt office:
The experienced real estate lawyer Dr. Dennis Hog (40) joins GÖRG from DLA Piper as a partner on 1 May.
Dennis Hog specialises in advising national and international investors, private equity companies, funds and
banks on the acquisition and sale (asset and share deal) of individual properties and real estate portfolios. He
also regularly advises on sale and leaseback transactions and forward deals. Other focal points of his work are
commercial tenancy law, advice on all asset management issues and legal support for project developments.
"We are very pleased that with Dennis Hog we have been able to gain a proven real estate law expert who is well
established in the market," says Jan Lindner-Figura, head of GÖRG's Germany-wide real estate law practice.
"This addition underlines the fact that we are continuing to expand our advisory practice across all locations and
are strategically strengthening it with a targeted approach."
"Mr. Hog is an excellent addition to our practice with his expertise and advisory focus. We have a strong team that
works excellently together across locations and across disciplines. We see ourselves in a good position in the
market," adds Oliver Nobel, Partner for Real Estate, Turnaround and Restructuring in the Frankfurt office.
Dennis Hog also sees his move to GÖRG as an exciting new challenge: "I am looking forward to helping shape
the further expansion of GÖRG's real estate practice in Frankfurt."
With the arrival of Dr. Dennis Hog, the team of GÖRG's Real Estate Practice Group grows to a total of 46 lawyers,
including 18 partners. It was only in September 2020 that real estate law expert Dr Philipp Naab (46) joined
GÖRG's Frankfurt office as a partner from Gleiss Lutz.
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About GÖRG
GÖRG is one of Germany’s leading and independent business law firms.
With more than 300 lawyers and tax advisors in Berlin, Cologne, Frankfurt am Main, Hamburg and Munich, we advise well-known domestic and
foreign businesses from all areas of industry, banking, real estate, trade, media and services on all core areas of business law.

Our Offices
GÖRG Partnerschaft von Rechtsanwälten mbB
BERLIN
Kantstraße 164, 10623 Berlin
Phone +49 30 884503-0, Fax +49 30 882715-0

HAMBURG
Alter Wall 20 – 22, 20457 Hamburg
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